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SUMMARY In tutoring systems, students are more likely to utilize hints to assist their decisions about difficult or confusing problems. In the meanwhile, students with weaker knowledge mastery tend to choose more hints than others with stronger knowledge mastery. Hints are important assistance to help students deal with questions. Students can learn from hints and enhance their knowledge about questions. In this paper we firstly use hints alone to build a model named Hints-Model to predict student performance. In addition, matrix factorization (MF) has been prevalent in educational fields to predict student performance, which is derived from their success in collaborative filtering (CF) for recommender systems (RS). While there is another factorization method named non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) which has been developed over one decade, and has additional non-negative constrains on the factorization matrices. Considering the sparseness of the original matrix and the efficiency, we can utilize an element-based matrix factorization called regularized single-element-based NMF (RSNMF). We compared the results of different factorization methods to their combination with Hints-Model. From the experiment results on two datasets, we can find the combination of RSNMF with Hints-Model has achieved significant improvement and obtains the best result. We have also compared the Hints-Model with the pioneer approach performance factor analysis (PFA), and the outcomes show that the former method exceeds the later one.
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1. Introduction

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are based on models which relate knowledge components that students study to different questions [8]. Assistance is one of these platforms that have been introduced for a decade. In recent years, the assistance system has become more popular in teaching and study environment. It is worthwhile to predict student performance after students has interacted with the system. So we can generate questions of those students which could be used to predict to their study performance, and which are also more efficient to improve students’ knowledge because of knowing which skills they have not grasped. However, predicting student performance (PSP) has been a complicated work for tutors in the education field. There are so many factors that can influence the students’ performance on questions other than students’ ability.

There are several student modeling methods which have been widely utilized to analyze study performance, such as Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT) [3] and performance factor analysis (PFA) [9]. The BKT assumes that student knowledge is represented as a set of binary variables, one per skill, where the skill is either mastered by the student or not. The PFA model provides the adaptive flexibility to create the model overlay that could be used adaptively in a tutor, and it also retains the advantages of data mining technique that could be used in search procedures. Distinct with the above methods, factorization method for PSP is derived from recommender systems (RS). RS has been paid attention to for several years which focuses on recommending items suit for users to achieve user stickiness. One core technique of RS is collaborative filtering (CF). There are two means of achieving the sketch of this technique. One traditional method is based on neighborhood similarity and the other state-of-the-art method is matrix factorization, which is utilized by Koren et al. [1] in the Netflix competition. Both of the two methods tend to predict the rate of user for the item. Student model and performance prediction is similar to this problem. So we use factorization methods in performance modeling and prediction in the paper. However, many previous approaches use direct students’ first attempt results of the questions, which are not able to consider the specific procedures between two attempts, for example, the hint attempt times on the same question.

In this paper, we assume firstly that students with more hints per question tend to have poorer performance on the questions, and in the meanwhile problems with more hints per student tend to be more difficult than problems which have fewer hints per student. The last experiment is to combine Hints-Model with the factorization method using logistic regression to achieve improvement. We compare performance results by using different metrics, namely the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean accuracy of the approach.

2. Related Work

Recently some student modeling methods introduce data mining technique in the solution strategy. The traditional
method BKT for PSP has explicitly set four parameters to model the specific skill: $L_u$ (the prior probability that the skill has been learned), $L_c$ (the probability from unlearned state to learned state), $S$ (the probability that student grasps the skill but get wrong answer), $G$ (the probability that student does not grasp the skill but get right answer). We predict students’ study performance according to the Bayesian inference theory. In order to fit the parameters, we consider two popular approaches including expectation maximization (EM) [21] and brute force (BF). So we can easily build BKT model with BNT toolkit [19] and regard the BKT skill model as a hidden Markov model (HMM) [22]. The PFA model needs to set three parameters per skill for a single knowledge component refers to one question step. One is $d$ indicated skill difficulty, the second is $l$ denoted learn rate from one success and the third is $l_f$ represented the effect from one failure. They use logistic regression to fit the data. The PFA is sensitive to students’ success and failures, which is the most significant difference from learning factor analysis (LFA) [17]. Besides the pioneer models BKT and PFA, techniques of recommend system have also been utilized for students’ performance prediction. Comparisons have been made among PFA, BKT, BPMF and BPTF [6] in the parametric questions to discuss the temporal influence [7].

Some traditional approaches have been utilized in education data mining field. Thai-Nghe et al. [2], [24] has utilized the MF to predict student performance on the two datasets from KDD Cup Challenge 2010. They have got good results on the two large datasets. Š. Pero et al. [23] has utilized several approaches from RS to predict student performance on small-scale datasets and obtain the result which deviates from the one got on the large-scale datasets in Thai-Nghe’s research. In addition to the MF model, we can see another popular method NMF which is widely used in image processing and text mining proposed in Ref. [4]. The NMF is so popular because of its easiness of results to interpret. In recent researches, Michel C. Desmarais [5] has mapped items to skills like a cluster method, and the result can be described as a Q-matrix [16]. This has encouraged us to solve the study performance prediction problem by using the NMF to PSP. Michel’s NMF model does not implicitly encode “slip” and “guess” factor. For there is no negative element in factor matrices, it assumes that the skill can only be learned and the grasp of skill has a non-negative effect on scores. In Michel’s later work [20], he takes a specific example of using MF to get Q-matrix and compare it with the expert Q-matrix.

Despite the NMF puts good interpretation on theory, it has obviously low efficiency on large datasets and is inadequate for sparse matrix because of its multiplicative update rules [18] for optimization. So we introduce an efficient RSNMF approach [11] which is derived from the WNMF [10] designed for large and sparse matrices and improves greatly in efficiency than the WNMF algorithm. In order to achieve a better result, many researchers utilize some ensemble methods to take advantage of those approaches. A comprehensive description of ensemble methods [12] has taken into consideration the most well known ensemble approaches.

There is some useful information in assistance that can be a good representation of student performance. For example, the response time has been discussed by some researchers [13], [14] and is combined with other model’s results using ensemble methods mentioned above, and it results in improvement in varying degrees. The hint is another good indicator of student performance which will be discussed in later chapter. Unlike Ref. [15] which also takes the hints into account by data driven results, we make a linear model with the hints called Hints-Model and get a good performance and interpretable result. The hint also inspires some researchers to study partial credits [25] which may be closer to our practical condition in study.

3. Method

3.1 Hints-Model

We utilize the number of hints as an indication of student performance. The idea was derived from the user-item biased approach [1] and our reasonable assumption about hint is based on previous work [15]. For all competition datasets in KDD Cup 2010 [26], each record will be a step that contains many attributes including anon student id, problem hierarchy, problem name, problem view, step name, and et al. We consider combined attribute as the characterization of knowledge component referred to [26]. The combined attribute named “problem-view-step”, which is composed of problem name, problem view and step name and similar to the data of KDD Cup 2010. We construct a matrix in which each row represents a student and each column represents a “problem-view-step” group which is denoted as an item in the model. For each element in the matrix, the default value is −1. If a student obtains a “HINT” at his or her first attempt on the item, we change the element to be 1. To the contrary, we change it to be 0.

For the original hints number used in model that may result in huge calculating size, overfitting and poor stable, we consider the average number of hints as characteristic representation. We firstly should get the average hints number for each student gets on all the questions it answered. We can denote the average hints number of each item can be gained in the same way, and we can denote the hints number of the $i$th item as $ia_i$. Secondly, we should normalize these hints number by dividing the maximum minus the minimum of the hints statistics of $sa$ and $ia$ respectively. The coefficients vector of $sa$, $ia$ can be set as $sa_{coef}$, $ia_{coef}$ respectively. So we can get a linear model:

$$T_{u,i} = sa_{coef} u + sa + ia_{coef} i a + 0.5$$

(1)

In the Eq. (1), $T_{u,i}$ represents the prediction value of $u$th row and $i$th column element of the data matrix. The constant is set to 0.5 for it is the middle of 0 and 1. So the sign
of the sum of the former part in the equation will determine whether it belongs to the positive or negative class. We hope to find an approximate $T'_{u,i}$ to replace the original value of $u^i$ row and $i^j$ column element $T_{u,i}$. The final target of the model is to fit the data by modifying the coefficients. The objective function is:

$$\text{Min}_{\text{coef}, \text{ia}, \text{coef}} ((T_{u,i} - T'_{u,i})^2 + \lambda \cdot (||\text{coef}||^2 + ||\text{ia}||^2))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

We can utilize the gradient descent method to fit the model, and obtain proper coefficients and utilize the 5-fold cross-validation to select a model which performs better under specific criterions.

We looked at four statistics of coefficients for quantifying how easy these problems for the student to solve:

1. Positive $\text{sa}_\text{coef}$: average number of positive elements of $\text{sa}_\text{coef}$.
2. Total $\text{sa}_\text{coef}$: average number of elements of $\text{sa}_\text{coef}$.
3. Positive $\text{ia}_\text{coef}$: average number of positive elements of $\text{ia}_\text{coef}$.
4. Total $\text{ia}_\text{coef}$: average number of elements of $\text{ia}_\text{coef}$.

In order to compare the proposed model to others, we utilize those four common measures including TN, FN, TP and FP. TN is the abbreviate of True Negative, FN denotes False Negative, TP denotes True Positive and FP denotes False Positive.

3.2 Matrix Factorization (MF) and Regularized Single-Element-Based NMF (RSNMF)

Matrix $T$ is the partially observed scoring matrix, $W \in R^{U \times K}$ is a matrix where each row $u$ is a vector containing the $K$ latent factors describing the student $u$, and $H \in R^{K \times I}$ is a matrix where each column $i$ is a vector containing the $K$ factors describing the item (“problem-view-step” group) $i$ [1], [2]. So the observed matrix $T$ can be approximately replaced by the multiplication of the matrix $W$ and matrix $H$, the objective function is:

$$\text{Min}_{W,H} ((T_{u,i} - T'_{u,i})^2 + \lambda \cdot (||W||^2_F + ||H||^2_F))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $T'_{u,i} = (WH)_{u,i}$ and $||\cdot||^2_F$ denotes Frobenius norm of feature matrices.

Derived from the WNMF [10] which was utilized in the field of recommend system, the RSNMF can also be easily understood literally. It is a simple version of WNMF and is single-element-based like the MF. We denote the scoring matrix as $T$ and its low-rank estimate matrix as $WH$. $T$ is a sparse matrix and the default value is $-1$, and other non-negative elements’ entries can be contained in a set $T_k$. We can get the regularized square error on the set $T_k$ refers to [11], which is denoted as follow:

$$\text{Error} = ||T - WH||^2_F + \lambda_w ||W||^2_F + \lambda_h ||H||^2_F$$

$$= \sum_{u,i \in T_k} (T_{u,i} - W_{u,i} \cdot H_{i,j})^2$$

$$+ \lambda_w ||W||^2_F + \lambda_h ||H||^2_F$$

$$= \sum_{u,i \in T_k} \left( T_{u,i} - \sum_{k=1}^{f} W_{u,k} \cdot H_{k,j} \right)^2 + \lambda_w \sum_{k=1}^{f} w^2_{u,k}$$

$$+ \lambda_h \sum_{k=1}^{f} h^2_{k,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In the Eq. (4), the parameter $f$ denotes the number of latent factors.

It is similar to the WNMF algorithm. We utilize the Lagrange multiplier on this objective function and utilize the non-negativity part of the Kuhn-Tucker condition [10]. Finally, we can generate the update rules as the following:

$$w_{u,k} = w_{u,k} + \frac{\sum_{i \in I_u} h_{k,i} T_{u,i}}{\lambda_w |I_u| w_{u,k} + \sum_{i \in I_u} h_{k,i} T'_{u,i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$h_{k,i} = h_{k,i} + \frac{\sum_{u \in U_i} w_{u,k} T_{u,i}}{\lambda_h |U_i| h_{k,i} + \sum_{u \in U_i} w_{u,k} T'_{u,i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In the Eqs. (5) and (6), $I_u$ and $U_i$ denotes the item set rated (scored) by user (student) and the user (student) set rated (scored) item (“problem-view-step” group).

3.3 Performance Factor Analysis (PFA)

Recently one of the most popular approaches adapted for student knowledge modeling is the PFA proposed in [9], which we use in this paper as a comparison with RS methods and Hints-Model. It is a simple regression model which explicitly takes into account the effect of successes and failures, and it can obtain more understandable than learning factor analysis (LFA) [17]. The PFA model used in the paper is as the following, which referred to [9]:

$$Lm(u, i \in KC\text{s}, s, f) = \sum_{i \in KC\text{s}} (\beta_i + \gamma_u \ast s_{u,i} + \rho_i \ast f_{u,i})$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In the Eq. (7), $Lm$ is a logarithmic value representing the accumulated learning skills for a student $u$ using one or more KCs (knowledge components) $i$. The easiness of these KCs is indicated by the $\beta$ parameters for each KC, and $s_{u,i}$ denotes the successes student $u$ has on $KC_i$, and $\gamma$ and $\rho$ indicates the effect of these observation counts [9]. We fit those parameters ($\beta$, $\gamma$ and $\rho$) for the PFA to maximize log likelihood of the proposed model.

3.4 User-Item Biased

According to the investigation of those related works [2], [23], user-item biased can be a good choice for PSP, and it often performs better than MF. Here we compare it with other factorization techniques. The user-item biased model can be easily denoted as a linear model [23]:

$$T_{u,i} = \mu + b_u + b_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
Where $\mu$ is the global average of student scores, $b_u$, and $b_i$ is student and item biases respectively [1], [2], [23]. We can simply use stochastic gradient descent to fit the model.

4. Datasets and the Experiment

Our datasets are collected from the Pittsburgh science of learning center datashop service. There are two datasets that are generated by the assistance of intelligent tutoring system. One records 912 students’ 580785 transactions with the system, which contains 524 problems and 1745 unique solving steps. The other records 3136 students’ 685615 transactions, which contains 846 problems and 2514 steps. We denote the smaller dataset as Dataset1 and the larger as Dataset2.

At the initial stage of the experiment, we should firstly preprocess the dataset and convert it to a simple matrix that contains students’ performance (correct or incorrect) for the specific “problem-view-step” groups. After converting, the Dataset1 has been converted to a matrix with 912 rows and 9609 columns and the Dataset2 has been converted to a matrix with 3136 rows and 8613 columns. Our target is to predict whether a student is correct at first attempt (CFA) at the specific step. There are binary records, for example, 1 denotes the success (correct) and 0 denotes failure (incorrect or hint). Testing records are determined by the algorithm which randomly selects one problem for each student within a unit, and places all student-step rows for that student and problem in the test set. The quantity of the training set and the testing set accounts 80% and 20% respectively of the whole dataset. We use 5-fold cross-validation to avoid overfitting. The measure criterion is RMSE and the accuracy of the model. The model obtains smaller RMSE and larger accuracy will be a good method.

We made a comparison among these models and analyze the outcomes with some useful statistics about the data. In the meanwhile, we made a data-driven experiment and obtain some illustrations which supported our previous results.

4.1 Hints-Model

4.1.1 Data-Driven Method

In order to utilize Hints-Model, we firstly analyze the dataset and acquire some illustrations to support our idea. We scan the whole dataset and make divisions to obtain the average hints for each student asked for on a single step and calculate each student’s correct rate on one step. Then we permute the average hints from small to large and draw a line chart for average hints and the corresponding student’s correct rate. This is a data-driven method based on the whole dataset.

In the four graphs above-mentioned, the hint (total) denotes that we consider all the hints on one step and the hint (FA) means that we only consider the hint at the student’s first attempt on one step.

Although it exists some fluctuations in the graph, those figures (Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4) show a trend that with fewer hints students are more likely to perform better than those with more hints. For the noise of the data shown in the graph is obvious, we want to build a model that can efficiently reduce the noise.
4.1.2 Choose a Proper Hints-Model

First of all, we can see that there are two choices that we process the hint matrix. One is that if a student obtains a “HINT” at his or her first attempt on the item, we change the element to be 1. To the contrary, we change it to be 0. Another is that if a student obtains a “HINT” on the item, we change the element to plus 1. The element indicates the number of hints required by the student on the specified item. The two approaches to deal with data generated two different outcomes. We denote the former choice as Hint\_Model\_FA and the latter as Hint\_Model\_Sum. Both the models are introduced with 5-fold cross-validation, and the RMSE and accuracy result is as the following.

Those prediction performances of the models are shown in Tables 1 and 2. From the result we can easily see that Hint\_Model\_FA is better than Hint\_Model\_Sum, so we choose Hint\_Model\_FA as the model that will be compared with other models.

Here we come to our assumption: students with more hints per question tend to have poorer performance on the questions, in the meanwhile, and problems with more hints per student tend to be more difficult than problems which have fewer hints per student. We want to find some evidence that supports our assumption.

There are some statistics that support our assumption, for example, the coefficients of Hints-Model. In the process of our experiment, we divided the coefficients sa\_coef and ia\_coef into groups corresponding to the average hints sa and ia. For example, we set the large average hint’s lower bound of sa and ia as 0.5, and the middle average hint’s lower bound of sa and ia as 0.2, average hints under 0.2 are small average hints. The following tables show how many coefficients in the corresponding group are positive and the number of total coefficients in the group.

Table 3 shows that if the average hint gets larger, the corresponding coefficient is more likely to be negative. It means that smaller average hint is more likely to have positive effect on student performance and indicates that the problem is easier for student to answer correctly. This is a good evidence for our assumption.

4.1.3 Comparison of PFA and Hints-Model

The PFA is a popular student knowledge modeling method. We use scikit-learn’s logistic regression model to fit the method. After using 5-fold validation with those models, we compare the average accuracies of the Hints-Model and PFA.

As shown in Table 5, Accuracy1 and Accuracy2 denotes the accuracy of Dataset1 and Dataset2 respectively. We can see that the Hint\_Model\_FA outperforms the PFA in accuracy.

4.2 Comparison of Factorization Techniques

We can simply utilize stochastic gradient descent to fit the model based on the objective function in Eq. (2) by the criterions including root mean squared error (RMSE) and prediction accuracy in testing dataset. The traditional way of performing hyperparameter optimization has been grid search,
or a parameter sweep, which is simply an exhaustive searching through a manually specified subset of the hyperparameter space of a learning algorithm. According to the grid search result of hyperparameters, we set the learning rate of stochastic gradient descent as 0.05, and the coefficient of regularization term as 0.07 in Eq. (3). In our experiment, we set the parameter $f = 5$ in Eq. (4) for both the MF and RSNMF methods and set the coefficient of RSNMF’s regularization term as 0.05.

We compare MF to user-item biased with RSNMF, and try to find out which factorization method is better on two datasets. The two models are similar, but the significant difference is that RSNMF ensures the non-negative property of matrices decomposition of the original matrix. So we assume that the result will be better with more limits.

We can see from Tables 6 and 7 that the best technique is user-item biased, while the SRNMF performs a little better than MF, that is, our assumption is proper, and SRNMF is more likely to predict accurate positive instances compared with MF. User-item biased method is more likely to predict positive values.

### 4.3 Combination of Different Methods

It has been proved that the ensemble methods will improve the performance of student knowledge modeling [12]. Inspired by this idea, we utilize a logistic regression model to combine the result of two different models and analyze these results to come up with some useful proposals. Since the Hints-Model has taken into account the hints’ influence while the other models have not considered, we simply use logistic regression to combine the results of Hints-Model and other factorization models.

In Tables 8 and 9, the Hint_SRNMF denotes the combination of Hints-Model and the SRNMF model, and the other two names can be understood like Hint_SRNMF.

From the results shown in Tables 8 and 9, we can easily find that the Hint_SRNMF is better than the other two methods, and the combination of Hints-Model with other factorization models performs better than any one of the original model, which may be a good direction for our further researches. There are some reasons that may contribute to Hint_SRNMF’s better performance. We assume that they are more likely to be complementary when the results of two models have weaker correlation. So we compare the correlation coefficients of Hints-Model’s result and other three models’ results.

As shown in Table 10, the corrcoef1 denotes the correlation coefficients on Dataset1, and corrcoef2 denotes the correlation coefficients on Dataset2. We can see that large correlation coefficient corresponds with small RMSE and large accuracy, which is better in prediction.

### 5. Conclusions and Future Work

Hint is very important assistance in intelligent tutoring systems. However, hint is not fully used for student performance prediction. In order to utilize hints, we proposed a Hints-Model which is a linear model and can generate an understandable outcome. It is fast and outperforms the traditional PFA according to our experiment. An efficient non-negative matrix factorization method named RSNMF
has been used in our experiment which is proposed in the field of recommend system. In addition, we combine Hints-Model with other factorization models to generate a more accurate prediction. We find that the ensemble method exceeds either of those original models obviously. However, better performance of those original models does not necessarily contribute to the better performance of the ensemble method. At last, we come up with the assumption that the correlation coefficient can be a good represent of the performance of ensemble methods.

There are also some problems that can be further explored. First of all, for the datasets are large, we have not preprocessed the datasets very well. Secondly, the way we utilize hints is simple, so we want to find some more efficient ways to use hints entirely. What’s more, other more complicated ensemble methods may outperform our logistic regression model, which is worth paying attention.
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